THEIR EXITS AND THEIR ENTRANCES
parallel lines. The more active of the two had to retire before
the other, to look after a terribly crippled mother; not in the
cottage; somewhere up North. The cottage meanwhile was let,
but still they looked forward to it one day ... And just as the other
was due to retire, war broke out and she remained at her job, with
the extra strain of school evacuation and all its attendant worry
and responsibility, till a year or two later the strain broke her down.
But then it looked for a moment as though events were coinciding
in a kindly way: the crippled mother died, and so the stronger of
the two elderly school-mistresses (how old is elderly ? And how
old is old ») was free at last to look after her friend who had hung
on longer to her job but was now in a bad way. This was the
congested period when everywhere was overcrowded and nowhere
could space be found and you wondered what had become of all
the homes; but at least the two old school-mistresses were all
right: they had their cottage.
Had they ? Their tenant had gone, but the nomad months had
somehow brought in a soldier's wife with four small children.
By law, the owners could not move her out unless they found her
"alternative accommodation" in the neighbourhood in which
she wished to remain. There was no alternative accommodation
in the neighbourhood where she wished to remain; or had there
been any, the two old retired school-mistresses, one of them very
ill, could not manage to find it. They were themselves lodged
separately and most uncomfortably: one in grudged lodgings,
and the other where she could not have any of the peace and
comforts she needed to restore her to a fit state of health where
she could help to look for alternative accommodation for the
soldier's wife, and so enable her to live in the cottage which would
restore her to health. A vicious circle. "I'm settled here with the
children," said the soldier's wife; "it's been bad enough, what
with Bert being taken for the Army and losing a well-paid job,
and I don't want to unsettle again with the kids getting on so well
at school, liking their lessons and fond of the teacher, and as
for this blessed move, move, move all the time, I'm just about
fed up!"
She was paying a much smaller rent for the cottage, a reat of
such dimensions as politely we call nominal, than the old ladies
had to pay in their separate and quite inadequate temporary accom*
modation; so temporary in the case of the one who w^'ill*, that
she could never be sure of more than a week ahead* Ifkoip uw'»
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